
 Backgrounder on the Impacts of Alaskan Interception Fisheries on 
 Canadian and Southern U.S. Salmon and Steelhead 

 How many Canadian salmon and steelhead are killed in Southeast Alaskan interception 
 fisheries? 

 In 2021, nearly 800,0000 sockeye salmon were caught in southern Southeast Alaskan (SEAK) 
 interception fisheries (Districts 101-104, 106). Based on data from past years, the majority of 
 this catch was of Canadian origin. 

 Nearly 34 million pink salmon were caught in these same fisheries, with an unknown proportion 
 of Canadian origin. Over 1.2 million chum were also caught, and while many of these were 
 produced in Alaskan hatcheries, an unknown number of co-migrating B.C. chum were 
 harvested, at a time when many B.C. north and central coast chum populations are at very low 
 abundance. 

 About 51,000 Chinook were harvested in Southeast Alaskan troll fisheries, the vast majority of 
 which were returning to B.C. and Washington. An additional but unknown, number of Chinook 
 and steelhead were caught and released (likely dead) in seine fisheries. 540,000 coho were 
 also harvested, with an unknown proportion of B.C. origin. 

 It is difficult to estimate the number of Canadian and southern U.S. origin salmon and steelhead 
 caught in Alaskan fisheries. Catches in each fishery are monitored in a different manner, and 
 estimates are made using different methods for different species. For some combinations of 
 areas, fisheries and species, (e.g. Skeena, Nass and Fraser sockeye in seine fisheries, Chinook 
 in troll and recreational fisheries), Alaska provides relatively good information. However, for 
 most other species caught SEAK (e.g. coho, pink, chum and steelhead), Alaska provides little to 
 no information. 

 The lack of assessment information is even more problematic when the analysis dives deeper, 
 into the sub-population level. For instance, even though there are 82 genetically distinct Nass, 
 Skeena, and Fraser River sockeye populations with varying vulnerability to Southeast Alaskan 
 interception fisheries, little attempt is made to understand the Alaskan impact on these 
 populations. The same holds true for other salmon species caught in these fisheries. 

 Estimates of B.C. pink and chum salmon catch in Alaskan seine fisheries are based on results 
 from tagging studies nearly 40 years ago. These studies suggest Alaskan net fisheries, and 
 especially the District 104 fishery, catch large numbers of pink salmon returning to the north and 
 central coast of B.C. at a time when Canadian fisheries in these areas have been closed to 
 protect what is left of them. 



 Most Chinook and steelhead caught in Southeast Alaskan commercial seine fisheries are 
 released (likely as dead fish) without being sampled for stock origin. However, many of these 
 Chinook and steelhead originate in  B.C. rivers that have seen unprecedented fishery closures 
 in recent years due to severely depleted salmon stocks. 

 Above: Routes for migrating Pacific salmon through Southeast Alaska 



 Above: Geographic location of Alaskan commercial fishing districts 101 (labelled District 1) and 
 104 (labeled District 4). Map source: Alaska Department of Fish and Game. Southern Southeast 
 Alaska Management Districts. The majority of interceptions of Canadian salmon occur in District 

 4 as returning salmon swim down the outer coast. 

 Don’t Canadian commercial fishers catch these same fish? 

 There were no Canadian fisheries on most Canadian sockeye, pink, and chum populations 
 intercepted in Alaskan fisheries in 2021, as most commercial salmon fisheries were shut down 
 to protect the diminishing number of salmon and steelhead returning to Canada. 

 In 5 out of the last 6 years, U.S. commercial marine catch of Nass sockeye was greater than 
 Canadian catch. In 7 out of the last 9 years, U.S. commercial marine catch of Skeena sockeye 
 was greater than Canadian catch. In 2021, there was no Canadian commercial marine catch of 
 Skeena or Nass sockeye while the Alaskan catch of Skeena and Nass sockeye was likely in the 
 hundreds of thousands. 

 A similar situation exists for most other Canadian origin salmon populations. Most commercial 
 fisheries have been closed to protect declining Canadian salmon and steelhead populations. 



 If there are fewer Canadian salmon and steelhead, isn’t Alaska also catching less? 

 No. In 2021, for example, there were poor returns of sockeye to the Nass, Skeena, and Fraser 
 rivers, but Alaskan catches of these same populations were at near-record highs. Hence, as 
 Canada strives to protect and restore its salmon and steelhead by shutting down fisheries, 
 Alaskan interception fisheries continue, and are now often the largest harvester of Canadian 
 origin salmon. This is because Alaskan fisheries are driven by the abundance of Alaskan pink 
 salmon, and take Canadian sockeye as bycatch. Also, it appears warming ocean temperatures 
 may be causing Canadian sockeye to make landfall further north, rendering them more 
 vulnerable to Alaskan fisheries. 

 Is Alaskan harvest of Canadian salmon and steelhead unavoidable if Alaska is to catch 
 their abundant pink stocks? 

 Yes, but Alaskan interceptions of Canadian salmon and steelhead could be significantly 
 reduced. Alaskan interceptions of Canadian origin salmon and steelhead take place primarily in 



 District 104, which is on the outside of the Alaska panhandle, and Tree Point, near the Canadian 
 border just above Prince Rupert (see map above). 

 There are no major Alaskan pink salmon populations in District 104. The pink salmon caught in 
 this area are migrating to the inside portions of the panhandle, or to Canada. 

 All the Alaskan pink salmon caught in District 104 seine fisheries would still be caught if Alaskan 
 managers simply moved the 10-25% of the fleet that chooses to fish in District 104 on any given 
 opening into the inside portions of Southeast Alaska, to fish with the balance of the fleet. In 
 2021, the District 104 fishery caught 465,000 sockeye, most of which were Canadian-origin, out 
 of the 700,000 caught by the entire southern Southeast Alaska seine fleet. 

 The incentive for Alaska to maintain this fishery is that a sockeye is worth ten times the value of 
 a pink salmon. In 2021, Canadian sockeye and Chinook caught in the District 104 fishery 
 increased the total value of the fishery by 30%. And this is without accounting for the Canadian 
 coho, pink, and chum also intercepted in the District 104 fishery. 

 As discussed above, it is unknown what the impact of this fishery was on other Canadian origin 
 salmon (pink, chum, coho, and chinook) and steelhead. But we do know that there is overlap in 
 the migratory timing and routes of these populations and Canadian bound sockeye, and the 
 impact was likely significant. 

 The other fishery – Tree Point – is much smaller. It is a gillnet fishery targeted on Alaskan 
 hatchery chum. It intercepts Nass origin sockeye, chum, Chinook, coho, and steelhead. 



 Is the District 104 fishery similar to other Alaskan commercial fisheries? 

 The District 104 fishery is unique in Alaska. The Alaskan constitution requires managers to 
 ensure that management objectives for both target and non-target stocks and species are 
 achieved. Alaskan managers design net fisheries elsewhere in the state to harvest target stocks 
 while ensuring management objectives for non-target and bycatch populations are achieved. 
 B.C.’s salmon populations caught in the District 104 fishery are not accorded the same 
 protections. 

 Isn’t there a treaty in place to protect Canadian salmon? 

 The Pacific Salmon Treaty manages transboundary interceptions between the U.S. and 
 Canada. The treaty was established in 1985 (and subsequently renewed twice) to balance each 
 country’s interceptions of the other’s salmon at a time when salmon were abundant. Since the 
 treaty was first signed, Canadian and southern U.S. salmon stocks have declined to the point 
 where many are threatened or endangered. Canada began closing its interception fisheries in 
 northern B.C. to protect its southern migrating salmon and steelhead stocks in the 1990s. 
 Alaska now has the only major commercial net interception fisheries in place that target salmon 
 and steelhead returning to another jurisdiction. 

 The treaty does limit (but not eliminate) the number and duration of fisheries in District 104 
 before the last week of July. This provides some conservation benefit for some Skeena sockeye. 
 However, the peak timing for many populations of Canadian salmon and steelhead is around or 
 after July 31, when the restrictions are removed. In addition, the peak timing of Nass and 
 Skeena sockeye returns appears to be shifting from late July into early August. 

 The treaty does not require Alaska to provide accurate and verifiable estimates of its salmon 
 and steelhead catch, other than for sockeye. These estimates could be achieved by sampling 
 catch using genetic stock identification techniques widely used in other salmon fisheries in B.C. 
 and Alaska. In fact, the number of Chinook and steelhead (mostly of Canadian origin) caught 
 and killed in Southeast Alaska seine and gillnet fisheries are not recorded or reported at all. 

 Isn’t the Southeast Alaska salmon seine fishery certified as sustainable by the Marine 
 Stewardship Council? 

 Yes, but only because of a ‘loophole’ in the way the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) certifies 
 fisheries. The Southeast Alaska seine fishery would likely not have been certified if the 
 endangered or threatened B.C. and southern U.S. salmon and steelhead populations caught in 
 the Southeast Alaskan seine fishery were returning to Alaska. MSC would have required that 
 accurate catch and mortality data be recorded and publicly reported, and action be taken by 
 fishery managers to reduce impacts. But because the fish are returning to another jurisdiction, 
 MSC certified the fishery without these requirements. 



 The B.C. salmon industry lost its MSC Certification when it could no longer convince MSC that it 
 was sustainably managing its salmon fisheries. Alaska could face similar risks. 

 Further, Alaska is one of the world’s largest producers of wild salmon. It markets its salmon 
 internationally with much of it being sold into markets, such as the European Union, that 
 demand it be sustainably caught. If the market were to lose confidence in the sustainability of 
 Alaskan salmon management it would erode Alaska’s reputation in international markets. 

 Read the full report and summary: 
 https://www.mccpacific.org/2022/01/southeastern-alaska-catch-of-bc-salmo 
 n-summary-and-reports/ 
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